
dash CD changer (as distinct from the
CLK’s trunk-mounted changer), and, of
course, a hardtop that folds itself up like
aluminum origami at the touch of a button.
Although Mercedes pioneered the revival
of the hardtop convertible, the CLK’s lid
is fabric.

So why does the Lexus languish in the
runner-up spot? It comes down to two ele-
ments: styling and vehicle dynamics. Both
fall into the realm of the subjective, and
there’s no doubt that our responses
to this car don’t necessarily reflect
the market at large. In fact, the
only car in recent memory that’s
attracted more positive attention
during a road test is the Audi TT.
Nevertheless, our own responses
to the SC430’s styling and
dynamics were uniform and unan-
imous: very nice, but not for us.

The SC isn’t a sports car, nor
does it claim to be one. This first-
ever Lexus convertible falls into
that vague category called GT, for
grand touring, which means fast
and sporty, but not really at home
on a racetrack, and that is precisely
where our vague preference for the
Mercedes hardened into certainty.
Although the SC430’s brakes pro-
vided better pedal feel and more
power, its deportment in hard cor-

nering and quick transitions was reluctant
at best, marked by lifeboat body roll and
resolute understeer. 

Our general lack of enthusiasm for the
SC430’s clubroom seats came into sharp
focus during the track session. All but
devoid of lateral support, they force the
driver to use the steering wheel to keep
himself centered when the g-loads start
coming at odd angles. The bottom line: By
C/D standards, the SC430’s fun-to-drive

index is below par. 
We were a little underwhelmed by ride

quality, too, although it was interesting to
note that our test car’s Dunlop Sport per-
formance tires were more forgiving than
the run-flats (supplied by both Bridgestone
and Goodyear, a $400 option) we’ve expe-
rienced on other SCs. Lexus has been
touting them to save space in the tiny trunk
by eliminating the spare tire. Still, for a car
with soft springs and relaxed damping, the

SC430’s reaction to sharp bumps
is disappointingly harsh.

We were impressed, once
again, with the performance of the
SC’s sweet 4.3-liter DOHC 32-
valve aluminum V-8. Augmented
by Toyota’s VVT-i variable valve-
timing system, the Lexus eight
generates 300 horsepower and
325 pound-feet of torque, an edge
of 25 ponies and 30 pound-feet
over the Benz’s three-valves-per-
cylinder V-8, even though the
latter is all but identical in terms
of displacement.

Although the SC’s five-speed
automatic takes its time serving up
kickdowns for passing, this portly
cruiser (3910 pounds) can hurry
when prodded. We were a little
disappointed with its 0-to-60
time—6.6 seconds versus the 5.9
seconds forecast by Lexus—but it

can’t be called slow, and the engine asserts
itself smoothly and quietly right up to the
redline.

Quiet operation, of course, is one of the
big benefits of a hardtop convertible, and
quiet is always a Lexus hallmark. We were
also impressed with the serenity of the
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interior volume,
dimensions, inches fuel noisnepsusteef cibuc

,sekarbpot ,knurt,knat-leehw
seritraer/tnorfraertnorfnwod/puraertnorfsnollagthgiehhtdiwhtgnelesab

103.1 177.8 72.0 53.1 19.8 50 25 9/1 ind, unequal-length control ind; 1 control arm, 1 lateral vented disc/ Dunlop
arms, coil springs, anti-roll link, 1 diagonal link, and 1 disc; Sport 2030,

81-RZ54/542kcol-itna ;edis rep knil lortnoc-eotrab
coil springs; anti-roll bar control

105.9 180.2 67.8 54.3 16.4 48 28 9/6 ind, unequal-length control ind; 1 trailing link, 3 lateral vented disc/ Michelin
arms, coil springs, anti-roll links, and 1 diagonal link disc; Pilot Sport;

,71-RZ54/522 :Fkcol-itna ;sgnirps lioc ;edis reprab
anti-roll bar control R: 245/40ZR-17 91Y

roadholding, emergency- interior sound level, dBA fuel economy, mpg
300-foot lane-change full 70-mph 70-mph EPA EPA C/D 1640-

skidpad, g maneuver, mph idle throttle cruising coasting city highway mile trip

0.80 68.8 38 73 71 71 18 23 21

0.79 68.7 43 74 72 72 17 24 20

with two
passengers ease of

room comfort entry/exit

LEXUS 1 1 4
SC430

MERCEDES-BENZ 7 7 9
CLK430

Subjective ratings in all categories were assigned by two editors on 
a 1-to-10 scale, 10 being best.
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